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The behavior of tungsten as plasma facing material in fusion environment is investigated using molecular
dynamics simulation. Tungsten erosion and surface evolution is simulated during irradiation by carbon
and deuterium ions. Non-cumulative pure carbon bombardment on crystal tungsten shows that substrate
temperature does not affect carbon trapping rate, implantation depth, and tungsten sputtering yield.
Carbon induced tungsten physical sputtering yield threshold is predicted to be around �25 eV. Cumula-
tive carbon irradiation on crystal tungsten reveals that tungsten erosion is enhanced at high substrate
temperatures. Cumulative carbon induced tungsten sputtering yield matches experimental data as well
as Monte Carlo results. Carbon pre-irradiated tungsten tends to trap more hydrogen and facilitates gas
bubble formation. Simultaneous deuterium and carbon bombardment on crystal tungsten indicates that
carbon induced tungsten sputtering yield exhibits a maximum value when carbon ratio is around 20%.
Higher carbon ratio reduces both the carbon and deuterium trapping rates.

Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

Tungsten and carbon fiber composites (CFCs) are plasma-facing
components (PFCs) candidates in ITER where they are subjected to
high hydrogen plasma fluxes. For carbon-based materials (CBM),
chemical interactions with hydrogen isotopes lead to enhanced
erosion yield [1], especially at elevated surface temperature
(�0.1 at 600–800 K) [2]. Erosion rate of CBM during normal fusion
reactor operation is several meters per year [1]. The eroded carbon
atoms can migrate to other places and re-deposit on tungsten sur-
face to form thin carbon film and remove tungsten atoms from the
surface. The deposited carbon on tungsten surface increases hydro-
gen retention, which was mainly confined to the carbon-modified
layer [3,4], and hydrogen concentration in the carbon deposited
layer depends on the incident hydrogen energy: energetic ions lead
to hard films with lower hydrogen concentration, while low energy
hydrogen leads to soft films with higher hydrogen concentration
[5,6]. Computer simulations reveal that hydrogen isotopes bubble
could be formed in tungsten carbide, if sufficient high amount of
D2 accumulates in the substrate [7]. The consequences of these
complicated processes will result in tungsten dust in the plasma
[8]. The dust is formed either directly from erosion process causing
ejection of particulates, or by delamination of re-deposited layers.
Because tungsten impurities in fusion plasma need to be signifi-
cantly minimized due to plasma power loss by line radiation from
charge states [8], understanding detailed tungsten surface evolu-
tion during deuterium bombardment with carbon impurity is cru-
cial for the usage of tungsten and CFCs in fusion reactors.

One of the principal tools in theoretical study of molecular/
atomic systems is the method of molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations. The trajectories of physical movements of atoms and
molecules are determined by Newton’s equation of motion in the
classical MD simulation. MD simulations have been used for inves-
tigating various fields of plasma material interaction. Hydrogen or
helium implantation on tungsten or other fusion relevant materials
has been studied using MD simulations [9–21]. For MD simulations
involving hydrogen, carbon, and tungsten, most of the simulations
model the hydrogen bombardment on crystalline tungsten carbide
[22–26]. Depth profiles, snapshot of damage, carbon and tungsten
sputtering yield, surface atomic concentration, blister formation,
H trapping and reemission rate, can be acquired using MD simula-
tions. Little effort is devoted to MD simulation of deuterium bom-
bardment on amorphous WC with relatively limited results and
analysis [14,22,27]. This work mainly focus on carbon bombard-
ment, simultaneous deuterium and carbon implantation on
crystalline tungsten and deuterium bombardment on tungsten
pre-irradiated by carbon to study the effect of carbon impurity in
fusion plasma on tungsten surface.
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Fig. 1. Carbon trapping rates of non-cumulative pure carbon bombardment on
crystalline tungsten; carbon energy: 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 eV; tungsten
temperature: 300, 600, 1000 and 1500 K; number of projectiles: 5000 per run.
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2. Simulation method

The following simulations were performed using the classical
LAMMPS computer code [28]. The W–C–H analytic bond-order
potential [29] was converted to LAMMPS Tersoff type interatomic
potential to describe the ternary W–C–H system of bulk, surface,
and projectiles [19]. The cohesive energy and lattice parameter of
tungsten bulk, the cohesive energy and bond length/angle of
WHx and WC molecules, cohesive energy, lattice parameter, axial
ratio and unit cell volume of tungsten carbide are computed by
LAMMPS. LAMMPS results match PARCAS results [29] well indicat-
ing correct conversion.

The initial substrate is crystalline body centered cubic (bcc)
tungsten with a size of 8 by 8 by 55 lattices along x, y, and z direc-
tion. The origin is placed at one corner of the top surface. A lattice
parameter of 3.165 Å was used to construct the tungsten sample,
because it yields minimum potential energy [19]. The side bound-
ary conditions are set to periodic, while the top and bottom bound-
ary conditions are set to non-periodic and fixed (if an atom moves
outside the boundary, it will be removed from the system). The
bottom three layers of atoms are fixed in the space to withstand
the momentum of energetic ions. Prior to the bombardment, the
mobile tungsten atoms are assigned an initial velocity with a
Gaussian distribution according to the desired sample tempera-
ture. Then, the temperature rescaling is performed for 1000 steps
using 0.01 ps as step size to reach the temperature equilibrium.

During the bombardment, two layers of the tungsten atoms
above the fixed atoms and one layer surrounding the side of the
tungsten bulk were maintained at the desired temperature using
Berendsen thermostat. The temperature is set to relax in a time
span of 0.01 ps. The projectile is randomly placed 10 lattice param-
eters (31.65 Å) above the sample initial top surface with specific
energy (velocity), so that after all bombardment, the projectile ini-
tial position will still be above the deposited layer. The polar angle
of ion initial travelling direction is randomly selected between 0�
and 20� off normal downward, while the azimuthal angle is uni-
formly distributed on X–Y plane. For cumulative bombardment,
system will generate a new ion every 2.5 ps (5000 time steps),
resulting in a flux of 6.2 � 1028 m�2 s�1, which is used for all cumu-
lative bombardments.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Non-cumulative carbon implantation on tungsten

To investigate the initial damage to tungsten by carbon imping-
ing, non-cumulative carbon bombardment on tungsten is simu-
lated. These series of simulations direct 50, 100, 150, 200 or
250 eV carbon atoms to 300, 600, 1000 or 1500 K tungsten sam-
ples. Each run impinges 5000 carbon ions into the substrate. If
the carbon atom is trapped in the substrate, this event is recorded.
If the carbon escapes from the upper simulation boundary, the
simulation is restarted with a new incoming carbon atom.

The carbon-trapping rate is defined as the total number of car-
bon atoms trapped in tungsten sample divided by the total number
of incident carbon ions (5000). Carbon-trapping rate of non-
cumulative bombardment is shown in Fig. 1. The increasing trend
exhibits a logarithm type. Energetic incoming ions have larger pen-
etration depth, and are more likely to be trapped in the substrate.
The tungsten temperature barely affects the trapping rate. This
phenomenon is different from the deuterium retention rate pre-
dicted by MD simulation, which reveals that higher tungsten
temperature increases the deuterium retention rates [19,26], due
to lattice recrystallization process [26]. Because carbon forms
strong bond with tungsten, but hydrogen is highly mobile in tung-
sten, this process barely affects carbon trapping.
If a carbon atom is trapped in the substrate to become an inter-
stitial atom, the depth of such atom is recorded. Fig. 2 depicts the
depth profiles of non-cumulative bombardment. The counts are
collected into multiple bins with a width of 3 Å. Energetic projec-
tiles clearly reach higher depth. The substrate temperature barely
affects the depth distribution. Compared to the 300 K results, the
depth peaks of 1500 K move towards Z positive direction for 3 Å,
but it is insignificant to conclude any temperature effect. The neg-
ative depth in Fig. 2 means the incoming carbon ions land on the
tungsten surface.

If any tungsten atom is no longer bonded to substrate and trav-
els across the upper boundary of the simulation box, such atom is
considered sputtered. The tungsten sputtering yield is defined as
the total number of sputtered tungsten atoms divided by the total
number of incident carbon atoms (5000). Fig. 3 shows tungsten
sputtering yield as a function of the incident carbon energy. The
trends are relatively linear with the incident energy for this energy
range. From the extrapolation, the sputtering threshold energy is
around 25 eV.
3.2. Cumulative carbon implantation on tungsten

To further investigate tungsten erosion by carbon, the simula-
tions of cumulative carbon implantation on tungsten are carried
out using MD simulation. In these simulations, the tungsten sam-
ples with temperature of 300, 600, 1000 and 1500 K are repeatedly
bombarded by 3000 carbon ions with energies of 100 or 200 eV.
The equivalent fluence is about 5.0 � 1020 m�2.

Fig. 4 illustrates the tungsten erosion by cumulative carbon
bombardment. The surface layer is damaged by the incoming car-
bon and become amorphous tungsten carbide. The carbon ratio in
the surface layer increases with fluence. At the end of the bom-
bardment, the carbon atom ratio in the surface amorphous layer
is about 0.25–0.35. The surface amorphous layer density decreases
with fluence. At the end of the bombardment, the surface amor-
phous layer density reaches 10–14 g cm�3 (tungsten density:
19.3 g cm�3; amorphous carbon density: 1.8–2.1 g cm�3). The ero-
sion of 200 eV carbon is about 5 Å higher than the one of 100 eV
carbon, while the carbon deposited layer of the 100 eV bombard-
ment swells toward the z positive direction.

The curves in Fig. 5 represent the number of remaining tungsten
atoms in the substrate. The upper four curves are the results of
100 eV carbon bombardment, while the lower four curves are the
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Fig. 2. Carbon depth profiles of non-cumulative carbon bombardment on tungsten. (a): 300 K; (b): 600 K; (c): 1000 K; (d): 1500 K. Bin size: 3 Å.
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Fig. 3. Non-cumulative carbon bombardment induced tungsten sputtering yield.
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results of 200 eV carbon bombardment case. Fig. 5 shows that
tungsten keeps losing its weight till the end of simulations. Both
theoretical erosion formula and experiments suggest when tung-
sten is bombarded by carbon ions, the sample will first lose its
weight because the tungsten is sputtered by the incoming carbon
ions. Then, the sample weight will keep increasing after the pure
surface carbon film is formed and carbon deposition prevails
[32]. Due to the limitation of MD simulation, the simulated fluence
is several magnitudes lower than that of the performed experi-
ments. Therefore, our MD simulation only demonstrates the initial
tungsten weight loss phase.

As also shown in Fig. 5, the erosion rates of the 200 eV carbon
bombardments are about 3–5 times larger than the ones of the
100 eV bombardments. Higher substrate temperature clearly en-
hances the erosion. Due to reduced surface binding energy
[35,42], high substrate temperature increases C self-sputtering,
which is responsible for the enhanced W erosion, because the
tungsten surface is less shielded by the C layer [35]. Experiments
[34] and Monte Carlo simulations (TRIDYN) [35] of 6 keV carbon
ion implantation on tungsten present similar phenomena, i.e., the
tungsten sputtering yield at 870 K is about twice times higher than
that of room temperature.

After bombardment of 3000 carbon ions, tungsten sputtering
yield is calculated and plotted as shown in Fig. 6. Compared to
the non-cumulative bombardment results, the sputtering yield of
cumulative bombardment is lower. Because a carbon layer is
formed at the tungsten surface, and the tungsten atom ratio in
the surface layer keeps decreasing, the incoming carbon ions have
less chance to interact with tungsten atom, and the beneath
tungsten bulk is protected by the enriched surface carbon layer.
Therefore, tungsten sputtering yield by the cumulative carbon



Fig. 4. Snapshots of the 300 K tungsten erosion during cumulative carbon bombardment process. (a)–(d): incident carbon energy: 100 eV, snapshots of substrate after 0,
1000, 2000, and 3000 impacts; (e)–(h): incident carbon energy: 200 eV, snapshots of substrate after 0, 1000, 2000, and 3000 impacts. White: tungsten atoms; red: carbon
atoms. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).
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bombardment is lower than that by the non-cumulative bombard-
ment. In addition, we compared the 100 eV carbon induced tung-
sten sputtering at 300 K with other’s MD result based on the
same potential and EDDY Monte Carlo solution [25]. Their MD
and EDDY solutions both give a tungsten sputtering yield of
�0.02 at fluence of 5 � 1020 m�2, which is in good agreement with
our results.

The trapped carbon depth profiles of 300 K case after 1000,
2000, and 3000 impacts are presented in Fig. 7. Both 100 and
200 eV results show that the carbon deposition grows towards
the Z negative direction, indicating some trapped carbons are
pushed deeper by the subsequent bombardment, and the tungsten
Carbon impacts
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Fig. 5. Number of remaining W in the substrate during cumulative carbon
bombardments.
sample is not affected by the cumulative carbon implantation be-
yond certain depth.

3.3. Deuterium bombardment on tungsten pre-irradiated by carbon

Before deuterium bombardment, the tungsten sample is pre-
irradiated by 3000 carbon ions with energy of 100 eV. At the end
of the carbon pre-irradiation, there are about 300 carbon atoms
(atomic ratio: 41%) in the surface amorphous layer ranging roughly
from z = �13–5 Å. The estimated surface layer density is
13.2 g cm�3. Then, it is subjected to 10 or 100 eV deuterium bom-
bardment. The simulation is terminated upon 5000 deuterium
Tungsten temperature (K)
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Incoming carbon energies: 100 and 200 eV.
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implantation or the formation of a gas bubble; whichever comes
first. The tungsten sample is maintained at 300 K at all time.

The10 eV deuterium case barely modifies the substrate surface.
No tungsten atom is removed, and only 2 carbon atoms are sput-
tered. There are only 72 deuterium atoms trapped in the substrate
(trapping rate: 0.0144). For the 100 eV deuterium bombardments,
no tungsten atom is removed either, because the incoming deute-
rium energy is well below the tungsten displacement threshold
(940 eV for deuterium [30]). Fig. 8 presents the number of remain-
ing carbon and the number of trapped deuterium in the substrate.
After around 2050 deuterium impacts, both carbon and deuterium
inventories in the sample have a sudden drop, because a gas bub-
ble is formed and the bubble cap is separated from the sample and
flew away, causing sudden loss of a large amount of atoms. The
deuterium induced carbon sputtering yield right after 2000 im-
pacts is 0.117, and about one third of the incoming deuterium
atoms are trapped in the sample. Experiments of deuterium
implantation into tungsten carbide also indicate that the C atoms
in WC were selectively sputtered by D2 + implantation [33].

Fig. 9 illustrates the gas bubble formation process. Analysis of
snapshots reveals that more than one half of the trapped deute-
rium stays in the surface amorphous WC layer. After 2000 impacts,
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Fig. 8. Number of carbon and deuterium atoms in the substrate for simulation of
100 eV deuterium implantation on tungsten pre-irradiated by 100 eV carbon ions.
57% of the trapped deuterium atoms are within the surface
amorphous layer (z > �13 Å). This phenomenon also matches
previous findings from experiments: large amount of hydrogen is
confined within the surface WC layer [3,4]. Large amount of D2

molecules also formed within the amorphous layer. Assuming
the D–D bond length is about 0.74 Å, the number of D2 molecules
can be calculated. After 1000 and 1500 impacts, in the surface
amorphous layer, about 35% deuterium atoms are in D2 molecule
form, while the D2 ratio slightly drops to 29%, after 2000 impacts.
MD simulation shows deuterium usually appears in atomic form in
crystalline tungsten, while large amount of D2 can be formed when
crystalline WC is bombarded by deuterium [26]. Our MD results
also confirm that: when pure crystalline tungsten is bombarded
by deuterium, only about 2% trapped deuterium is in D2 form
[19]. Experiments show that the surface carbon film will increase
the deuterium trapping rate and the deuterium is mainly trapped
within the surface carbon film [3], facilitating bubble formation,
because D is preferentially trapped by C, vacancies and interstitial
sites in amorphous layer [33], preventing it from migrating to dee-
per bulk regions. Our ITMC-DYN Monte Carlo results also shows
that increasing carbon concentration in the surface layer can sig-
nificantly decreases the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen isotopes
to increase hydrogen retention within the surface layer [36]. The
sample evolution in our MD simulations shows similar trends: no
bubble was found when crystalline tungsten was bombarded by
5000 deuterium ions [19], while gas bubble formed as early as
2000 deuterium bombardment in amorphous WC layer.

Hydrogen implantation induced bubbles are found on the
surfaces of many types of metals and alloys [37], and recent experi-
ments are focusing on tungsten surface blistering effect [3,38–41].
However, it should be noted that the deuterium bubble formation
based on cumulative bombardment could not be directly com-
pared with the experiment, because of the high deuterium flux
used in the simulation, which is several magnitudes higher than
the actual condition. The hydrogen blister found on tungsten sur-
face in the experiment involves the diffusion effect, which does
not play an important role in these MD simulations, due to the very
short of simulated timescale [7]. However, the bubble formation
mechanism is similar in both MD simulations and experiment:
the high gas pressure caused by near surface hydrogen super-
saturation results in tungsten plastic deformation [37].

3.4. Simultaneous deuterium and carbon bombardment on tungsten

To study the effect of mixed materials and impurity bombard-
ment for more realistic fusion reactor environment, we simulated
the simultaneous bombardment of deuterium and carbon mixture
on crystalline tungsten. Each simulation directs 5000 ions of 10 eV
deuterium or 100 eV carbon into 300 K tungsten sample. The car-
bon ratios used in the ion mixture are 1%, 10%, 20%, 50%, 80%,
90% and 99%. All other configurations are identical to the simula-
tions described in previous sections. Fig. 10 shows the number of
tungsten atoms remaining in the substrate for different carbon
concentration. The tungsten erosion rate is enhanced by higher
carbon concentration.

Because only carbon could remove tungsten atom, and 10 eV
deuterium could not displace tungsten atom, the tungsten-
sputtering yield is defined as the number of lost tungsten atoms
divided by the number of incoming carbon. The results are plotted
in Fig. 11. The sputtering yield exhibits a maximum value when the
carbon ratio reaches about 20%. This phenomenon can be ex-
plained as follows: if the carbon ratio is high and approaches
100%, the tungsten sputtering yield will be close to that of pure
carbon cumulative bombardment discussed in the previous sec-
tion, and the sputtering will be suppressed by the surface depos-
ited carbon layer, which is also seen in recent experiments using



Fig. 9. Snapshots of the 100 eV deuterium bombardments on tungsten pre-irradiated by 100 eV carbon. (a–e): snapshots after 0, 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2020 deuterium
impacts. White: tungsten; red: carbon; green: deuterium.
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simultaneous impact of carbon and hydrogen ions (CHþ3 ) causing
carbon film build up on tungsten surface at room temperature
[31]. However, if the carbon ratio is very low, the projected carbon
may interact with the trapped deuterium to lose its kinetic energy,
because the deuterium content in the substrate is relatively high.
Therefore, the tungsten sputtering caused by low carbon concen-
tration bombardment is lower than the results of the non-cumula-
tive carbon bombardment, due to the presence of the deuterium in
the substrate.

At the end of each simulation, the carbon and deuterium trap-
ping rates is calculated and plotted in Fig. 12. The trend shows that
carbon and deuterium trapping rates are low when carbon ratio is
high. As mentioned in previous sections, the carbon trapping rate
of non-cumulative bombardment is higher than that of the cumu-
lative bombardment. Therefore, the carbon trapping rate of the low
carbon ratio is higher, because the surface carbon film is not well
formed, and carbon self-sputtering is not significant. More deute-
rium atoms could migrate to the bulk region, because there are
not many vacancies at the surface caused by amorphization. There-
fore, both C and D trapping rates are higher. If C ratio is high, the
deposited carbon tends to be removed by C self-sputtering process.
Therefore, carbon trapping rate for the high carbon ratio is rela-
tively lower. For higher carbon ratios, the deuterium ions have
higher chance to interact with deposited carbon and form hydro-
carbon and leave the tungsten sample, leading to relatively low
deuterium trapping rate.
4. Conclusion

The effect of hydrogen isotope and impurity bombardment of
tungsten as plasma facing material in more realistic fusion envi-
ronment is studied. A series of MD simulation based on a Tersoff
type interatomic potential is performed to investigate the tungsten
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erosion process during both carbon and deuterium bombardment.
Non-cumulative 50–250 eV carbon bombardment on 300–1500 K
tungsten was first simulated. Substrate temperature has no effect
on carbon trapping rate, depth profiles, and tungsten sputtering
yield. The threshold of carbon induced tungsten sputtering pre-
dicted by MD is �25 eV. Tungsten erosion process is then studied
by cumulative carbon implantation on tungsten. Tungsten samples
of 300–1500 K are repeatedly bombarded by 100 or 200 eV carbon
ions. Tungsten erosion rate is enhanced by the substrate tempera-
ture, because higher temperature increases C self-sputtering and
tungsten surface is not well protected by the C deposited layer.
This phenomenon also matches previous findings from both exper-
iments and Monte Carlo simulations, showing that tungsten sput-
tering at 870 K is about two times higher than that at room
temperature. There is also good agreement of the tungsten sputter-
ing yield between our MD simulation and other MD and Monte
Carlo results at fluence of 5 � 1020 m�2.

Deuterium bombardment on carbon pre-irradiated tungsten
was also modeled using MD simulations. Deuterium ions of
10 eV implantation barely change the substrate surface, while deu-
terium of 100 eV implantation forms a gas bubble within the sur-
face amorphous WC layer. The deuterium retention rate is
increased by the surface amorphous WC layer, because hydrogen
is preferentially trapped by C, vacancies, and interstitial sites in
amorphous layer. The bubble formation is facilitated by the WC
layer. As a comparison, our previous MD simulation shows that
no bubble is formed in 300 K crystal tungsten after 5000 deuterium
ion implantation. More than one half of the trapped deuterium is
confined in the WC layer, matching the recent experimental find-
ings. About 30% of trapped deuterium atoms are in the form of
D2, while the D2 rate is only �2% in the MD modeling of deuterium
bombardment on crystalline tungsten. To simulate the effect of
mixed materials and impurities in more realistic fusion environ-
ment, we modeled the simultaneous carbon and deuterium
impinging on crystalline tungsten with various ion mixture ratios.
Carbon induced tungsten sputtering yield exhibits a maximum va-
lue, when carbon ratio is 20%. Higher carbon ratio leads to surface
carbon film, protecting the tungsten sample beneath. While for
lower carbon ratio, the incoming carbon may interact with the
large amount of trapped hydrogen instead of tungsten. In addition,
higher carbon ratio results in lower carbon and deuterium reten-
tion rates, because WC surface layer may be formed when carbon
ratio is high. The abundant carbon at the surface may be removed
by C self-sputtering, and the incoming deuterium may combine
with the deposited carbon to form hydrocarbon and leave the sur-
face. Therefore, both carbon and deuterium trapping rates are re-
duced in the high carbon ratio scenario. It should be noted that
the results from cumulative bombardment MD simulation cannot
be directly compared with experiment data, because of the high
flux used in these simulations, which is several orders higher than
the real condition. Due to the very short period of simulated time,
the diffusion process was not taken into account. Therefore, these
results present only qualitative analysis and, at this time, could
only be compared to other MD and MC work as described in the
manuscript.
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